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1)
We shall find that if we attempt to define the structure of mythopoetic thought and compare it with that
of modern (that is, scientific) thought, the differences will prove to be due rather to emotional attitude
and intention that to a so-called prelogical mentality. The basic distinction of modern thought is that
between subjective and objective. On this distinction scientific though has based a critical and analytical
procedure by which it progressively reduces the individual phenomena to typical events subject to
universal laws. Thus it creates an increasingly wide gulf between our perceptions of the phenomena and
the conceptions by which we make them comprehensible. We see the sun rise and set, but we think of
the earth as moving around the sun. We see colors, but we describe them as wavelengths. We dream of
a dead relative, but we think of that distinct vision as a product of our own subconscious minds. Even if
we individually are unable to prove these almost unbelievable scientific views to be true, we accept them,
because we know that they can be proved to possess a greater degree of objectivity than our senseimpressions. In the immediacy of primitive experience, however, there is no room for such a critical
resolution of perceptions. Primitive man cannot withdraw from the presence of the phenomena because
they reveal themselves to him in the manner we have described. Hence the distinction between
subjective and objective knowledge is meaningless to him.
Meaningless, also, is our contrast between reality and appearance. Whatever is capable of affecting mind,
feeling, or will has thereby established its undoubted reality. There is, for instance, no reason why dreams
should be considered less real than impressions received while one is awake. On the contrary, dreams
often affect one so much more than the humdrum events of daily life that they appear to be more, and
not less, significant than the usual perceptions.
John A Wilson, The Intellectual Adventure of Ancient Man

2)
first, the liminality that characterizes rituals of status elevation, in which the ritual subject or novice is
being conveyed irreversibly from a lower to a higher position in an institutionalized system of such
positions. Secondly, the liminality frequently found in cyclical and calendrical ritual, usually of a collective
kind, in which, at certain culturally defined points in the seasonal cycle, groups or categories of persons
who habitually occupy low status positions in the social structure are positively enjoined to exercise ritual
authority over their superiors; and they in their turn, must accept with good will their ritual degradation.
Such rites may be described as rituals of status reversal.
3)
The attributes of liminality or of liminal personae (“threshold people”) are necessarily ambiguous, since
this condition and these persons elude or slip through the network of classifications that normally locate
states and positions in cultural space. Liminal entities are neither here nor there; they are betwixt and
between the positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention, and ceremonial
During the intervening ‘liminal’ period, the characteristics of the ritual subject (the ‘passenger’) are
ambiguous; he passes through a cultural realm that has few or none of the attributes of the past or coming
state
Victor Turner, The Ritual Process

